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Error code 2 using p7zip

You cannot perform this action at this time. You are connected to another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You have disconnected in another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. rajeshk04 I know Keka Posts: 1 Joined: August 200, 2012 06:37 Post by rajeshk04 » Ind Aug 01, 2012 06:44 Could you please help me
solve the following problem, Error during extracting file 7zip. Error code 2 using p7zip Fatal Error, I just brought keka on the App Store, I'm hoping some support for product problems will get the answer. rajeshk04 aone internetzspaceshipz Oh no! Some styles could not be loaded.  Please try to reload this page Menu ▴ Status: Open
Owner: No Labels: No Priority: 9 Updated: 2015-01-15 Created: 2015-01-15 Private: No If Keka is set to create a folder on p7zip extraction fails with error code 2 when trying to extract a 7z file. Sign in to post a comment. p7zip is the 7-Zip Unix command line port, which has many supported formats. p7zip supports the RAR format only for
unpacking or ripping. The user can download either binary and source code or install packages provided by Linux distributions and other supported systems. With binary and source code, p7zip is available in a single download file that can manage all supported formats and installation is optional. This means that the command-line tool
can be run as soon as the download file (tar.bz2) is extracted by a native archive manager on Linux. With packages, p7zip will require separate packages to manage all supported formats and installation is required. For Debian (and Ubuntu), p7zip is available in three different packages from warehouses. Make sure that the main and non-
free repositories (or universe and multiverse deposits for Ubuntu) are enabled and updated first. Install the required p7zip-rare package, which will additionally include p7zip-full as one of the package dependencies; the other p7zip package is not required at all. sudo apt-get install p7zip-rare Then run the 7z command to extract the RAR
file. 7z x filename.rar Short explanation: p7zip offers 7zr command that can handle only 7z archives. p7zip-full offers 7z command that can handle multiple supported formats and p7zip-rare is required for 7z to handle RAR archives. Note the following usage cases: 7zr and 7za commands will not work and only the 7z command will work
with the RAR format. p7zip on ArchWiki noted the difference between binary 7z, 7za and 7zr. 7z can be used with any of the supported graphic file archivers, including file-roller, ark, xarchiver, engrampa. Just install one of the supported archive managers use p7zip via the graphical interface, and no further configuration is required. Newer
version of RAR files (especially RAR VERSION 5) should be unpacked or extracted using a newer version of p7zip (at least 16.02), otherwise p7zip will return error error was unable to open the file. Example output of p7zip (9.20) failed to test open a RAR file (Rar5): $7z t sample.rar 7-Zip 9.20 Copyright (c) 1999-2010 Igor Pavlov 2010-
11-18 p7zip Version 9.20 (local = en_US. UTF-8,Utf16=on,HugeFiles=on,1 CPU) Archive Processing: Sample.rar Error: Cannot open file as archive Example output p7zip (16.02) successfully test opening a RAR file (Rar5): $p7zip_16.02/bin/2 7z t sample.rar 7-Zip [32] 16.02 : Copyright (c) 1999-2016 Igor Pavlov : 2016-05-21 p7zip
Version 16.02 (local=en_US. UTF-8,Utf16=on,HugeFiles=on,32 bits,1 Intel CPU(R) Celeron(R) M processor 1.60GHz (6D8),ASM) Scan the drive for archives: 1 file, 483579957 bytes (462 MiB) Test archive: sample.rar -- Path = sample .rar Type = Rar5 Physical Size = 483579957 Solid = - Blocks = 5 Encrypted = - Multivolum = - Volume
= 1 Everything is Ok Files: 5 Size: 498584235 Tablet: 483579957 Last output of p7zip (16.02) included line Type = Rar5 indicating version RAR 5. The file command may contain similar but less user-readable information of the RAR version. $ file *.rar sample4.rar: RAR data archive, v1d, bone: Unix sample.rar: RAR data archive, va6,
flags: Volume archive, Commented, Blocked, bone: Unix Notice that the older RAR file (Rare) by default included v1d while the newest RAR file (Rar5) included va6 in the description of each file. At this response date, there is no relevant information to determine whether the file descriptions match the RAR versions or not. TL;DR p7zip
can open RAR files, provided that the package (p7zip-rare), command (7z), and newer version (16.02+ for rare5 support) are used to manage the RAR format. Note of the answer: This self-response - about 18 months later - will be accepted and made as a community wiki. Anyone with a minimal reputation can edit to make this response
more complete, if there is any missing information. Information.
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